Literary Devices
Glossary

alliteration - the use of several words in a phrase or sentence that begin with the same sound or consonant letter

allusion - a reference to something well known, especially in literature or art

dialogue - speech; a conversation; spoken lines

exaggeration - a statement that is overblown, such as "big as a house"; the use of words that are more extreme than the truth

figurative - not literal; using words that have meaning other than what they say

humor - something that is funny; words or a situation that make one smile or laugh

idiom - a saying or figure of speech, for example "out of blue"; a way of saying something that isn't literal but that is generally understood; a figure of speech that is understood in a particular region

imagery - language that is colorful; words that paint a picture

irony - a situation or statement that actually means the opposite of its literal meaning, often used as a form of humor

metaphor - comparison of two unlike things that does not use the words "like" or "as"; comparison that says something is something it is really not, for example, "She is a pig."

mood - the emotions or feelings of a character or story

onomatopoeia - words that sound like the thing they describe; tick-tock, splash, pitter-patter, plop, etc.

personification - human qualities given to non-human objects; a comparison that makes something sound like a person

propaganda - information presented from a particular viewpoint aimed at trying to get others to share that view; ideas spread with the intent of helping or hurting some cause

repetition - the use or appearance of something over and over

rhyme - words that sound alike; word that have a different beginning sound, but the same ending sound, like red and bed

rhythm - regular, repeating pattern or beat as in music

simile - comparison of two unlike things using the words "like" or "as", often used in poetry

symbolism - the use of something to stand for something else; the use of something to stand for something that is commonly taken to be abstract, such as heart being a symbol for love

tone - mood; the type of emotion or feeling of something
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